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Subtitle:
The solution of the many-body problem by discrete calculation

Aim
This essay intends to show the connection between the virial theorem and the indicators relevant to
calculating galaxial mass. Possible sources of error are to be pointed out in this context.
For this purpose special consideration will be given to the presentation of a galaxy as an Excell-model,
which will allow for discrete calculations of gravitational forces and rotational speeds. Then the
calculated values will be examined and briefly discussed in the context of the virial theorem.

1. Basis Premises for Calculation
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The virial theorem is used to calculate the mass of galaxies and other large groups of mass. With its
help it is possible to calculate the mass in distant galaxies. Into the given formulae are inserted the
correct amounts of mass, rotational speed and the correct distance between two masses. This
sounds straightforward but is not without problem in the case of galaxies. In mathematical terms,
galaxies are masses of many bodies. In calculations it is therefore important to ensure that only
quantities which are truly relevant to the calculations are inserted into the formulae. Those quantities
must relate to one another in a direct gravitational way and not simply in an apparently visual one. To
explain this, please see Diagram 1.

2. Example Diagram

(Diagram 1 next page)

2.1 First Consideration with regard to the Example Diagram
The mass M1 depicted in Diagram 1 is the example which is to be considered. This mass is
gravitationally affected by M2. It is assumed that it will take M1 exactly one year to circulate
M2, at a measured speed of 1km/s, with a medium radius of R1.
In this example the virial theorem would enable us to calculate exactly the required energy-relation
between W kin and W pot of M1.

2.2. Second Consideration with regard to the Example Diagram
As seen from M3, M2 circulates on a course lasting exactly one year, taking place at a speed of
30km/s and a radius of R2. In this case also the relative energy according to the virial theorem would
also need to be calculated in relation to M2.
1

Please see: “Sterne und Weltraum” 1/2005, p.44 and also “Der Virialsatz und seine Anwendung”, M.
Krause, 2005
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Diagram 1

2.3. Third Consideration with
Regard to the Example
Diagram
If one assumes that mass M1 rotates
around mass M2 in exactly one year
and at the same time mass M2 also
takes one year to rotate around mass
M3, M1 would “remain” during its
circulation always exactly
between M2 and M3.
M1 appears to rotate around M3 on
the course indicated by the interrupted
red line, with a visual radius of r1vis.

While taking the same amount of time
overall, because of the smaller radius
of r1vis the rotational speed of M1
around M3 is lower than that of M2
around M3 with the larger radius of
R2. In spite of the different radii, both
circulations take exactly one year! M1
should rotate around M3 in a shorter time and at higher speed than M2 rotates around M3. M1 does
not do this as it is bound by gravity to M2 and not M3.
When seen from M3, it appears as if mass M1, apparently circulating on the “inner” circle (25km/s),
were moving more slowly than mass M2 circulating on the outer circle (30km/s). (Satellite SOHO,
which observes the sun, runs on such a libration course).
One observes an apparent visual reversal of the rotational speed of M1 and M2 in relation to the
central mass M3.
If one used the virial theorem to calculate the unknown mass M3 by inserting the known mass M1 and
its apparent circulation speed of 25km/s on radius r1vis into the formula, the result would definitely be
wrong. The calculated mass of M3 would be far too small. The resulting movement, in “new moon
position” (as seen from M2), of M1 on the course with a radius of r1vis in this case is the difference
between radius R1 and radius R2, as shown in the circulation diagram.
r1vis = R2 - R1
If in “new moon position” M1 is on a course outside of M2, the formula is
r2vis = R2 + R1
In this “outer” position, mass M1 would appear to circulate faster around M3 (35km/s) than around M2.
This scenario is not shown in the diagrammatic depiction, but needs to be mentioned here for the sake
of completeness. The medium between the two extreme speeds of M1 is the speed of circulation of
M2, as M2 is the gravitative centre for M1.
(35+25) / 2 = 30
Even though mass M1 moves around mass M3 at a speed of 25km/s (or 35km/s), it only truly
circulates mass M2 at a speed of 1km/s, based on M2’s gravitational pull.
Thus, one circulation takes the same amount of time in all cases, but speed is very different,
depending on different radii.

2.4 Fourth Consideration with Regard to the Example Diagram
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There is a possible case scenario in which the mistaken values (r1vis and v=25km/s) might be used
without noticing that they lead to incorrect results. This would happen if mass M2, the actual
gravitational centre for M1, were to be invisible (for instance a “black hole” or an invisible gravitational
centre created by several masses).
Short Summary
When calculating a gravitationally effective mass - using the Virial Theorem - it is essential to
ensure that only those values are used which belong to the correct gravitational system. An apparent
- only visual - relationship to a particular system does not allow the use of the related mathematical
values.
In the example used above, the gravitational relationships are comparatively obvious, as it involves
only three masses and not some 10,000 solar masses, as would be the case in a galaxy. But in this
context the question of the correct relationship between applied mathematical values is particularly
important. Where, for instance, is the gravitational centre in the discrete calculation of masses on a
galactic disc? This essay is to explore this issue by using discrete calculation.
In order to form a correct mental image of a galaxy, it will be helpful to consider its galactic solar
masses in a grid system.

3. Grouping Gravitationally Effective Masses
Under this heading will be mentioned the criteria which allow for a useful grouping of several masses,
although it must be said that masses as such cannot be grouped. It is possible, however, to
overcome this apparent contradiction when one tries to combine several masses of equal weight,
positioned at varying distances but in linear formation, into one mass. But before considering this
case scenario, I intend to show that a linear grouping of masses is not possible. For this purpose, we
consider the mass surface.
Pre-condition:The masses are evenly distributed on the plain, all masses are of equal weight.

Diagram 2
Every mass has a different gravitational influence on P1 and the gravitational forces change with
distance not linearly but exponentially. For this reason, the masses within the inner circle of an
integral galactic calculation cannot be grouped in a linear fashion in the centre. Diagram 2 indicates
that when all masses in the centre are
grouped together as one, the gravitational
centre would be in the middle. This implies a
linear gravitational force (F=linear), which,
however, does not exist (red line).
The gravitation of masses reduces
exponentially (blue curve) and the true
gravitational centre is therefore situated
nearer to P1 than to the middle.
Thus it becomes obvious that it is not
possible to group together the masses in
relation to P1 but only the forces exerted by
these masses.
That means that the forces of the individual
masses exerted on point P1 must be
calculated first. (Same amount of mass, but
different amount of force and distance) Only
after these individual calculations have been
carried out, is it possible to add up and group
the exerted forces together.
Thus, there are two dissimilar methods (models) of grouping masses.
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1. The Integral Centre-Related Calculation, which groups the masses (used almost exclusively
in scientific calculations)
2. The Discrete Calculation Relating to a Particular Measuring Point, which groups the
gravitational forces.
The first method must lead to incorrect results as a result of the non-linear behaviour of gravity.
Therefore the only way of correctly calculating a many-body problem is by using the second method of
discrete calculation.

The following example will make this clearer. Four masses of equal weight are to be grouped in one
active mass. The masses are positioned in a line at equal distances from one another. M1 is to
circumnavigate the four masses at time to (without movement). For this, the gravitational force and
the distance to the gravitational centre must be calculated.
1. The integral, centre-related calculation: The masses depicted in purple are added and
grouped in the gravitational centre of the four masses (m2) (integrated), so that the radius
shows 2.5 times the mass distance between M1 and the integrated central gravitational mass
m2. The gravitational force (cross-hatched circle) between m1 and m2 will be calculated
according to the formula

Diagram 3
m1 = 1 ; m2 = 4 ; r = 2,5

F=

F=
Massen

m1 m2
r2
1 4

2,5

2

=

4
=
6,25

0,64

Thus the values for the radius and the
gravitational force, calculated with the help of the
integral, centre-related calculation, are fixed.

F=
and

0,64
R= 2,5 (Factor Mass Distance)

2.
For the discrete calculation relative to the point of measurement, one must first calculate the
gravitational forces (cross-hatched circles) between the purple individual masses and M1, then these
individual forces (cross-hatched circles) are added together and the common centre of rotation of this
gravitational centre around which M1 wants to circulate will be calculated (only relevant to time t0).
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Diagram 4

1 1
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=
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16
4
= (F1 + F2 + F3 + F4 ) = 1,4236
=

2

Calculation of the radius

R1grav = F1 R1 + F2 R 2 + F3 R3 + F4 R 4
R1grav = F1 1 + F2 2 + F3 3 + F4 4
R1grav =

2,0833

1,4236 =

1+

0,5 +

0,3333 +

0,25

Fges

1,4236

1,4236 = 1,4634 (Factor Mass Distance)

By comparing the numeric values of the two models, it becomes obvious that integral and discrete
calculations lead to entirely different results from one another.

Diagram 5

1. Integ. Calc. : R1grav = 2,5 F=(M grav ) = 0,64
2. Discr. Calc. : R1grav = 1,46 F=(M grav ) = 1,42
When calculating in reverse, using the results of
the integral and discrete calculations, to
determine the mass equivalents in only one case,
one will get back to the 4 units of the original
masses.

F=

m1 m2
r2

Change according to m2

Relevant to the integral calculation:
m2 = 0,64 * 2,5*2,5 = 4
Relevant to the discrete calculation:

m2 =

F r

2

m1

1,4236 1,4634 2
= 3,0487
1

=

3

The reverse calculation shows that only the integral and not the discrete calculations will lead back to
the 4 correct original masses. But if the gravitational forces and radii of the integral way of calculation
should be used in further calculations, this results inevitably in mistakes. The resulting circulation
speed (for R = variable) of M1 according to the formula

v=

(m1 + m 2 )
r

at time t0 depends on the method of calculation used. It amounts to (as a factor)
1.41
in the integral model and
1.68
in the discrete model.
That means a differential of 19,1%. The mistake becomes even more significant when masses enter
the calculation which cancel one another out. This will be shown in greater detail in the following
equations.
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The grouping of masses can only be done indirectly via the gravitational forces of the individual
masses.
Neither the sum of the masses nor the
linearly calculated gravitational centre
must be used if further calculations are
to lead to correct results. The
gravitational forces are of course the
result of the individual masses and their
Graphik 6
individual distances.
In the following considerations the
“grouping” [sum] of the masses
therefore always refers to the grouping
[sum] of their gravitational forces.
There are 3 basic criteria which must be
observed when individual masses (their
gravitational forces) are added together.
Those are:
1.
The cancelling out of the
gravitational forces of masses lying
opposite one another.
2. The reduction of gravitational forces
of masses situated next to one another,
according to a parallelogram of forces.
3. The variation of gravitational forces,
according to distance, of masses which
are situated behind one another.
In such a grouping [sum], the individual
gravitational forces of the masses
themselves, of course, do not change,
the change is in the mass equivalent
which affects the gravitational forces
influencing mass M1. The gravitational
force of this mass equivalent (Mgrav ) is situated in a particular distance from the gravitationally
affected mass M1 The relevant distance in this context shall be called Rgrav.
Diagram 6 shows that in relation to M1 at time t0 M2 and M2’ gravitationally cancel each other out.

1.
The gravitational forces of two masses of equal size situated in a straight line and at equal
distance from the gravitationally affected mass (M1) will cancel each other out. To calculate the
gravitational forces of two masses of unequal size situated at equal distances from mass M1, the
smaller gravitational force needs to be subtracted from the larger. The difference shows the relevant
gravitational force and direction (vector). The radius remains unchanged.
The gravitational forces of masses M3 and M3’ - in relation to M1 - are summed up in the mass
equivalent M3’’ according to the parallelogram of forces at a distance of R3’’(shown in red in the next
diagram 6a). In this example (Diagram 6) R3’’ is purposely set at a right angle to M1 in order to make
it easier later to demonstrate the sum of M4 and M3’’. The correct distance of R3’’ would equal R4,
and that would relate to a circular grouping of the gravitational forces. The following diagram 6a shows
the difference between a grouping at right angles and one in a circle.
The forces of the individual masses M3 and M3’, which affect M1, are added together. The circular
grouping (shown in blue) is the more correct way of grouping the individual masses. The
diagrammatic depiction in 6a, together with a simple calculation, shows this more clearly.
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Diagram 6a
Calculation of the part-forces using the
example of M3 and M3’ in relation to
M1 with both masses at an angle of
45degrees to the rotational axis
The gravitational forces exerted by M3
and M3’ on M1 is defined as 1N.
If both masses were situated
immediately next to one another, their
gravitational forces would add up to
nearly 2. However, as they are placed
at an angle of 90degrees, as seen from
M1, only part of their gravitational
forces affects M1, according
to the parallelogram of forces

FTeil = FM2 3 ges.
FTeil = 12

2
FTeil

0,712 = 0,71

M3 is accorded the same value, so that
it doubles from 0.71 to 1.42.
Calculation based on gravitational
forces exerted at right angles
The distance between M1 and M3’’2 decreases when masses are grouped at right angles, resulting in
only 0.71 of the radius of the original distance between M3 and M3’. When converting gravitational
force into a mass equivalent, the result will be smaller than that of half of the original two masses. The
value will only be 35.8% of the original masses.

m2 =

F r

2

m1

1, 42 0,712
= 0,716
1

=

Calculation based on gravitational forces exerted in a circular grouping
If one adds up the part-forces of the masses based on a (semi-)circular calculation, the result, as
M3’’2 , will be twice the amount of the calculation based on a grouping at right angles

m2 =

Fges r
m1

2

=

1,42 12
= 1,42
1

This result is in accordance with the expected division of gravitational forces at 71% of the original
masses.

2.
The gravitational forces of two masses which are situated next to one another (at an angle of
180) at the same distance to the affected mass will partly cancel each other out, according to a
parallelogram of forces. The remaining gravitational forces are added together in a circular group at
one point with the same, unchanged, radius.

Finally, the gravitational force of mass M4 with the mass equivalent, is grouped together with the
gravitational force of M3’’ into a joint mass equivalent, or sum of gravitational forces, Mgrav. This sum
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of gravitational forces can be converted into the effective gravitational mass. Because of its greater
distance to M1, the gravitational force of mass M4 will affect M1 less than does the mass of M3’’. The
two gravitational forces of M4 and M3’’ must be added together in order to calculate the gravitational
mass equivalent of Mgrav.

3.
The gravitational forces of two masses situated one behind the other (angle at 0) but not at the
same distance to the gravitationally affected mass M1 will need to be added together. In order to
calculate the distances, the respective individual gravitational forces need to be multiplied by the
relevant mass distances. The results are added together and the sum divided by the sum of the
gravitational forces. The end-result is the radius of the common gravitational centre.
The following formula is suitable to determine R1grav.

(

FM 4 R4 + FM 3´´ R3´´ + .........)
= R1grav.
(FM 4 + FM 3´´ + ........)

Since it is now possible to calculate M grav, and R1grav it can be determined whether the virial
theorem is correct in relation to M1.
The three-body problem (many-body problem) in physics can be resolved through this discrete way of
calculating and adding together the gravitational forces of the individual masses. As this discrete
calculation requires a great number of individual calculations which then need to be added together, it
2
is advisable to use a relevant EXCEL database for these calculations.
The depiction of the grouping (adding up) of gravitational forces shown above will now be inserted into
a galactic framework. The assumptions used so far shall remain unchanged. This means that results
also will initially be invariant. This is conditional on an absolutely even distribution of masses on the
galactic plain. This results in the mutual cancelling out of the gravitational forces of those sun-masses
of equal weight at equal distances which are situated opposite one another. This is important in order
to show clearly the time history motion. (The increase of mass towards the centre of a galaxy, as
observed in reality, would mean that the described effects could not be shown with the required
degree of clarity.)

4. A Galactic Example Diagram
The only difference to Diagram No. 6 is that further masses of equal weight, in galactic order, are
included in the consideration [calculations].
All masses to the right of M1 (a theoretical line connecting M2 – M2’) gravitationally cancel one
another out with the equivalent masses to the left of M1. Since M1 is positioned slightly to the right of
the galactic centre, only the masses at the very left edge of the galaxy (which we already know from
the previous diagram) remain gravitationally significant for further calculations.

2

http://www.kosmoskrau.de/Inhalte/Aufsaetze/Das%20Fl%e4chenberechnungswerkzeug.xls
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If M1 is put in motion, it will rotate around Mgrav at a distance Rgrav and at a speed (velocity) Vgrav
(only these quantities may be considered in virial calculations).

Diagram 7
At the same time,
Mgrav (mass equivalent
of gravitational forces)
“rotates” in the opposite
direction phase-shifted
by 180degrees but on
the same isoclinic line
to M1 on a circle with
RMgrav around the
galactic centre. There
is no real movement of
masses, but simply an
equivalent
(effective
masses) shifting of
gravitational
forces.
The more M1 moves,
the more other real
masses make up the
sum of gravitational
forces (effective mass),
which always remains
the same, and the
formerly
effective
masses
lose
their
gravitational influence.
At the same time,
however,
M1
also
rotates visually in a
resultant
revolution
around the galactic
centre. At that point,
there
are
no
gravitationally effective
masses (red circle).
This movement is by far
the smallest among the
three movements which
take place at the same
point in time and during the same period of time. Radius R1vis of the visual circulation of M1 is
calculated by subtracting RMgrav from R1grav. In the lower part of the diagram, this subtraction is
depicted at a slightly different angle so that it can be shown more clearly. In order to calculate Rvis for
a remaining marginal mass, the following calculation applies:
R vis = R M grav + R1 grav.

In the following graphic, M1 is depicted as one exterior and one interior trajectory, together with the
movement of this mass from one to the other (in a mass area of masses of equal size).

9

The depiction of a mass M1 on a visual rotation near the galactic centre on a libration course around
the centre (upper part of the diagram) and the displacement of the rotation centres up to the rotation of
a marginal mass M1 on a libration course around the galactic centre (lower part of the graphic). All
masses in the galaxy move visually on libration courses.
Diagram 8

It can be clearly seen that the time history motion changes between measuring points (when looked at
from the centre in the direction of the margin) and is much more complicated than it would be if all
gravitational masses were grouped together in the centre, particularly since the real gravitational
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centre of rotation of M1 on the visual interior trajectory near the centre is far outside the inner circle of
M1.
According to what we have learnt so far, a centre-related calculation using a simplifying integral
3
formula, as frequently described, is no longer possible . But there is another reason for using only
discrete calculations. In the galactic centre, as on the entire mass area, there are in this example a
number of masses which possess no gravitational effect around which M1 (on the interior trajectory)
might be circulating. The entire nearly circular area in the upper part of the image (coloured pale blue)
indicates those masses whose gravitational forces cancel one another out in relation to M1.
The entire interior visual trajectory of M1, with all the masses contained therein, has no gravitational
effect on M1!
(Please see also Diagram no. 9 below). It is therefore easy to see why a calculation of M1 [in relation
to the galactic centre] would be mistaken because of the gravitationally ineffective masses inside the
inner circle. The gravitational mass centre of every calculated mass in the galaxy must constantly be
re-determined, and is only in one particular case at the centre of the galaxy, that is when the course of
the gravitational mass centre crosses the centre.
Masses at the same distance from the centre of the galaxy also have a gravitational centre of rotation
at the same distance, indicating rotational symmetry. (If the masses increased with greater proximity
to the galactic centre, the gravitational centre of rotation would move. If there is a greater number of
masses around the galactic centre, the gravitational centre of rotation moves closer to the galactic
centre; it would end up at the centre of the galaxy if all masses were actually combined in the centre.
(Thus, the centre-related calculation presents an exception. However, since the masses on the
galactic disc are not concentrated around a point in the centre, one must conclude that they rotate
only visually and not actually or gravitationally around the galactic centre.)
All masses in the galaxy, from the margin to the centre, move visually on so-called librations. None of
these centre-related rotational courses of masses, or their rotational speeds, can be used to calculate
the actual masses and their real gravitational relationships.

Diagram 9
The grid of the discrete
mass disc is easily
recognizable here. The
arrow marks measuring
point M1 which is attracted
by the masses at the margin
with varying forces,
depending on the mass point
(indicated by the coloured
columns). All other masses
cancel one another out with
regard to their gravitational
effect on M1, as in this
example all the masses are
of the same size. They do
not affect M1 at all! Visually,
M1 rotates around the centre
(black dot inside the circle)
in a small circle on a socalled libration course.
.

3

Das Zentrum der Galaxis (The Centre of the Galaxy), p.41, Suw Spezial 2/2004
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The crescent-shaped arrangement of gravitational forces affecting M1 in diagram 9 corresponds to the
crescent-shaped gravitational area of attraction in the upper part of diagram 8.
There are masses within the inner circle of M1, but since they are all of the same size, the
gravitational forces of those masses situated opposite one another (as seen from M1) cancel each
other out. Thus, there are no gravitationally effective masses near M1, and these may therefore not
be used for the calculations.

5. Example for Calculating a Marginal Galactic Mass (Virial
Theorem)
Formulae for Calculating Energy4
2

W kin = m . v / 2
W pot = m .g .r
2
g=R.M/r
Inserting g in W pot results in
W pot = m . M . R / r
2

F = m1 . M . R / r
Convert to M
2
M = F . r / R . m1
Insert M in W pot
2

W pot =( m1 . R. ( F . r / R . m1)) / r
In this calculation W pot represents the gravitational energy bond in relation to the measuring point at
varying distances
Note:
The integrated energy over the entire distance is covered in the equation
r2

W pot = m

g

r

5

r1

However, this equation is not used here and now when calculating the virial theorem.
Example Calculation Virial Theorem
In the system galaxy – suns, energies can only be calculated after the galactic base-line values have
been determined and inserted into a model using discrete calculation. The results of this model may
then be used to calculate the virial theorem.
The quantities to be inserted into the calculations
6
are data taken from the Excel model .
(v grav. , r grav. und m)

4

Physik Formeln und Gesetze, Kuchling 1971, pp.74/75
As under 3
6
Excel Data Base
http://www.kosmoskrau.de/Inhalte/Aufsaetze/Das%20Fl%e4chenberechnungswerkzeug.xls
and
http://www.kosmoskrau.de/Inhalte/Aufsaetze/Die%20Information%20zur%20Fl%e4chenberechnung.p
df
5
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Calculations:
A marginal mass (and its energy) in the galaxy is to be calculated. The galaxy is assumed to contain
200 billion suns and to have a diameter of 200,000 light years. A grid model is to be used, containing
357 points of masses, at a distance of 10,000 light years.
The average galactic sun is assumed to have 0.78 times the sun’s mass. The mass distribution in the
galaxy is assumed to be the same as the absolute magnitude - mass ratio of our own milky way and is
7
to be determined as follows .
Galactic Exponential Mass Distribution
Galaktische Massenverteilung
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On the right side is the centre of the galaxy with 9 mass units and on the left side is the margin with
0.1 mass units. (If one inserts the mass value 58 instead of 9 in the centre, the visual rotational speed
will be a constant 225 km/s for all measuring points (mass centre to margin up to max. 1000 : 1)).
8
This is commensurate with the mass distribution described in other papers
The rotational speeds in km/s in the gravitational and visual range for a marginal mass can then be
calculated as follows (see Excel model)
r e l . G r a v . u n d a b s o l u te /v is u e ll e
G es ch w .
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Relative Gravity Speed and Absolute Visual Speed

v vis = 215,5

(km /sek)

equivalent to
v grav = 142,261

(km /sek)

The number of suns per measuring point is: 200.000.000.000 / 357 = 560.224.090
In the marginal range are only one tenth of the suns found in other areas of the galaxy. That equates
to 56.022.409 suns.
The suns in a marginal mass have a combined mass of
30

37

1,9903 .10 . 56.022.409 . 0,78 = 8,697 .10
7

According to Oort, Plaut, 1975 (derived from space distribution of the RR Lyr variable)
Oort 1938, Sternzählungen
www.astro.uni-bonn.de /~deboer/galstruc/galst.html
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sun mass . number . factor
37
m = 8,697 .10 ( kg )
Insertion of quantities

9

Attention:
v vis = 215,5
(km /sek)
must not be inserted into the calculation, only
v grav = 142,261 (km /sek)
is the relevant quantity
(The duration of a rotation (visual and gravitational) is the same, but not its speed!)
2

W kin = m . v grav / 2 =
37
2
8,697 . 10 . 142.300 / 2
47

W kin = 8,8055 . 10
2

W pot = m . (F . r /m . R ) . R / r
27

F= 2,89 . 10 (N)
41
M= M grav = 1,9428. 10 (kg)
-11
R = 6,67 . 10
20
r = R 1 grav =6,245 . 10 (m)
Attention: Here again the quantities from the integral calculation must not be used.
quantities resulting from the discrete calculation are relevant.

Only the

Insert the quantities in
2
W pot = (m . R . ( F . r / R . m1) )/ r
37
27.
20.
20
-11
37
-11
W pot =( 8,697 .10 .(2,89 . 10 6,245.10 6,245.10 /(6,67 .10 . 8,697 .10 )) .6,67 .10
20
) / 6,245.10
47
W pot = 17,3 .10
The relation between the two quantities of energy (rounded to one decimal point) will then be:

47

W kin / W pot = 8,8 . 10 / 17,3 .10

47

W kin : W pot = 1 : 2

6. Result
The result is correct according to the relative energies calculated by the virial theorem.
The visual rotational speed of the marginal mass is 215 km/sek. In order to calculate the rotational
speed as 225 km/s one simply either needs to increase the central mass from 9 to 58 mass units, or
all mass quantities are raised by 22%. This equals a galactic increase in mass of a median galactic
sun mass of 0.95 of our sun.
Note:
The relationship between the gravitational mass equivalent (discrete calculation) and the sum of the
galactic masses (integral calculation) is:
M grav = 1,9428 . 10

41

11

M addi = 2 . 10 . 0,78 . 1,9903 . 10
41
M addi = 3,12 . 10
9

30

As under 2) p.98 and as under 3)
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The mass ratio is 0.62 : 1 .
This is only logical as in the discrete calculation some of the masses partly cancel one another out
gravitationally [in relation to M1]

7.

Discussion

When discretely calculated quantities are used for calculating the virial theorem, this leads without
difficulty to the expected result.
The median galactic sun mass is slightly below that of our sun. The visual rotational speeds of the
galactic masses up to the outer margins are almost constant at 215 km/s (225 km/s), which is close to
the actual speeds.
A discrete calculation which takes into account the exponential increase of gravitational forces and
the cancelling out of gravitational forces, will therefore lead to consistent results. Calculating the
gravitational forces of effective masses and determining the gravitational radius for the rotating
masses results in the expected rotational speeds.
An integral calculation which combines all masses at the centre of the galaxy is not possible, for two
reasons:
1. The exponential increase of forces is not taken into the consideration.
2 The cancelling out of the gravitational forces of opposing masses is not included in the calculation.
This can only lead to mistaken results and should therefore not be applied.
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